
Transparency is Sticky
• Twenty eight percent of employees say their company isn’t transparent at all.
• Employees who trust their employers are more likely to be engaged and loyal. Nothing signals mutual 

respect and trust more than transparency. Companies looking to hold on to their top people should 
strive to keep the lines of communication open among team members.

Give Them a Reason Beyond Money
• Half of employees surveyed said the reason they stay is compensation and benefits 
• One-third said meaningful work is what keeps them in their job 
• Almost half of respondents said that making money keeps them tethered to their job. What might 

happen to your best employee if someone else met their financial needs? Do your employees feel 
fulfilled by their work? Do they feel important and recognized? When’s the last time you asked?

Sending Out an S.O.S.
• Only 27 percent of employers are helpful when it comes to helping employees balance work, burnout, 

and pandemic fatigue 
• Half of employees said that their companies offered zero (yes, zero!) support at a time when work-life 

balance has never been more important. Numerous studies show employees are working longer hours 
and are struggling to keep up with work priorities in this changing climate. To keep top talent from 
walking out the door, companies must do better. 

Restoring Balance & Inspiration
• One-third of employers offer mental health support for their employees
• Nearly 60 percent of employers are offering more flexible work schedules, whether that’s more PTO or 

mandatory time off
• This question caused quite a stir: While 214 people voted for the above answers, others took to the 

comments section, mostly to air their grievances about lacking support services, policies, or actions. 
Pro tip for employers: if you’re looking to retain or hire the best talent out there, be prepared to show 
proof of how your company rewards hard work and commitment with meaningful employee mental 
health and work-life balance benefits. 

Employers with proven transparent cultures that reward employee loyalty with proportionate 
compensation, and create opportunities for meaningful work in an environment that encourages self-
care and balance will ultimately have the edge in an increasingly competitive hiring market. 

WE ASKED. YOU ANSWERED.
The Results of Our Mental Health Poll

The weather wasn’t the only thing to heat up Summer 2021. Hello, job market. As recruiters, we know that job seekers spent the pandemic 

reflecting on what’s next for their career path. And if we confirmed anything amid the pandemic, it’s that company culture matters, 

especially as it relates to our mental health. We asked our LinkedIn users to weigh in and share their thoughts about their own mental 

health at work. What defines a healthy workplace? What role does transparency play? How important is work-life balance?


